
Notes from the Faculty Senate Executive Committee Meeting 

Monday, March 8, 2021 

Zoom Videoconference 1:00 – 2:00 p.m. 

I. Participants  

A. Stan Alluisi, treasurer; Dan Althoff, past-chair; Randy Clark, chair; Kay Daigle, chair-elect; 

William Fridley, archivist; Kate Shannon, recorder.  

 

II. Call to Order 1:03 pm 

 

III. Old Business - None 

 

IV. New Business  

A. PTR Review – Chair Clark shared in Chat a document for review.  Committee 

Members took a few moments to review the document including dates from the 

Spring 2020 semester. 

a. Chair Clark offered that we use the request with an adjustment to the dates.  

Some edits are also needed in the first paragraph to address COVID-19 and 

the impact on the pandemic shutdown on timelines and process.  

b. Chair Clark asked if we want to extend the data request to include 2021? 

i. Senators Daigle and Fridley suggested that this data should be 

available. 

ii. Senator Althoff pointed out that review is based on work from the 

three years (submission was March 1st). 

iii. Senator Fridley stated that he included data from the 2020-2021 school 

year in his 2021 documentation. 

iv. Senator Althoff pointed out that the evaluation should include data 

through May 2020. 

1. APPM 4.4.7.3 indicates that the PTR is for the three previous 

years. 

2. Fridley agreed and clarified that he mistakenly referred to the 

Faculty Development Evaluation Summary from 2019-2020 

that was submitted in fall 2020.  

c. Chair Clark made adjustments to the SP2020 letter to VPAA Golden and 

shared this updated version in Chat with committee members. 

i. Senator Fridley pointed out changes need in paragraphs 2 & 3. 

ii. Chair Clark indicated that he would make these adjustments.  

iii. Senator Althoff suggested that the timeline might be tight. It might not 

even be humanly possible to achieve it.  VPAA Golden’s office may 

also be short staffed.  

iv. Chair Clark said we can extend it. 

v. Senator Daigle suggested that we keep it the way that it is for now, 

saying April 1st is a possibility.  If VPAA Golden cannot meet that 

deadline, she will let us know when she can have it to us. 

vi. The committee agrees that this should move forward, the work was 

completed last year and is ready to be pursued. 



vii. Chair Clark will share with Faculty Senate in the meeting on 

Wednesday.  

B. Instructional Revenue and Expenditures – Senator Shannon offered this item and 

asked, “Can this be revisited as part of the budget conversation?” 

a. Senator Shannon followed up, asking, “When does the Academic Partnerships 

(AP) contract end?  Can we be included in the process/decision for next 

steps?”  

b. Senator Althoff offers that the end of the contract is likely 2022 and suggested 

that we are not too early to start talking about this.  This might be something 

to bring up with President Newsom. 

c. Senator Alluisi suggests that there may be a plan to renew, but suggested that 

we request that we have input about tailoring the next contract to address 

some of the unsustainable options. 

d. Senator Daigle offered a concern. We have been able to hire some new 

faculty, might administration now say that we cannot afford these new faculty 

members if we leave terminate our partnership with AP? 

e. Senator Shannon offers a concern regarding accountability. It seems that there 

has not been ongoing evaluation of the effectiveness and appropriateness of 

the terms of the contract for the purpose of deciding next steps.  The initiative 

does not seem to have anyone monitoring or shaping it moving forward at the 

moment.  If someone is engaged in this work it is not known to faculty. 

f. Senator Fridley shared that this has been a point he has tried to address over 

the last four years, and it has been largely dismissed or repressed. “Despite 

robust enrollment” was the wording in VPBA Westman’s email update 

(3.8.2021) to indicate that we are still unsure of the revenues we have 

available to take address our expenses.  Senator Fridley offered a potential 

connection to our contract with AP which only provides us with 50% of the 

revenue generated with associated courses/programs, is this a pressure point – 

a reason we struggle to afford reasonable instructional expenses? He shared a 

fear that we have become locked into a system which prevents us from 

decreasing course size because we cannot afford to do so, or because we did 

not set limits at the beginning of the contract. Additional concerns that have 

been discussed before and may be related to the AP contract are included 

below.  Many of these concerns are offered from the perspective of the EIL 

AP programs/courses: 

i. Over time there has been increased pressure to teach summer courses, 

often without discussion or data to suggest demonstrated need.  If 

faculty are not willing to teach the course, the answer seems to be to 

put an adjunct in as instructor.  There is also a concern that faculty 

who have developed course content will be pressured to share their 

courses with the adjunct. Senator Fridley pointed out that faculty 

spend time, energy, and intellect to build the courses and then may 

have it handed to an adjunct without training and materials assigned to 

teach it.  Fridley also reminded the committee of the Intellectual 

Property Policy (APPM 7.10.3). 



ii. As courses grow it is harder to put constraints on the courses 

(enrollment limits, load, etc.). 

iii. Large sections challenge instructors’ ability to turn around grades and 

feedback to students. If you have a course of 50 with no coaches and 

assignments every week, sometimes 2 assignments each week (500-

word assignment x 50 students).  How long will it take to grade and 

provide feedback if we allot 10 minutes to each item?  Over eight 

hours, without breaks. We are expected to deliver accelerated course in 

a manner that is compliant with Carnegie hour expectations which 

creates even more pressure and is hard to maintain under these 

conditions.  

iv. How do we have enough time to check for plagiarism and enforce 

academic integrity expectations? 

g. Senator Alluisi offered insights into the structures put in place to support 

student and faculty success in the Aviation program. Aviation has an MOU 

which stipulates a maximum class size of 20 or 30 students for some courses, 

optimum enrollment is defined at 15, and minimum enrollment is 10.  Senator 

Alluisi suggested that we might consider bringing in professional organization 

guidance to support a cap or change in philosophy for class size. 

h. Senator Fridley expressed a concern that graduate EIL AP programs do not 

fall under the oversight of this guidance – CAEP is only in place for 

certification programs.   

i. Senator Shannon suggested that it may be concerning if we put something in 

place that could skip over a department chair how may not have put 

parameters in place.  We do not want to remove the opportunity for advocacy 

at the department level to make the best decisions regarding the specific needs 

of the department.  If the power for these decisions comes from an 

administrator above a department chair this might extend oversight where it is 

not needed or appreciated. 

i. Chair Clark shared that he is aware of caps for undergraduate courses 

that meet in person and online across campus in different departments. 

1. Chair Clark suggested that it is probably important to have this 

conversation with the President Newsom and VPAA Golden on 

4.12.2021 in our next Executive Committee meeting with SE 

Administration.   

j. Senator Daigle asked about the status of the Graduation Alliance plan that was 

first proposed by Tim Boatmun to begin in Fall 2020. Asking, “are there 

decisions going on regarding this for a potential future implementation?” She 

expressed a concern that an AP-like model may be considered, and suggested 

that faculty need to make sure that we are involved in the discussion, 

development, and decisions as this is developed and moves forward. 

 

V. Announcements  

A. Personnel Policies Committee will meet on 3.9.2021 and plans to address the following 

items:  

a. Review of compensation data for faculty paid on and off of the salary card. 



b. Development/use of a form for full-time faculty that details the number of hours 

they are scheduled to teach, number of overload hours, and compensation for 

overtime hours 

c. Archiving of APPMs – this request goes back to November 

d. Emeritus policy – Potential Action item – proposal to provide library and email 

privileges codified in the Emeritus policy.   

i. Question from Senator Alluisi: Is there a restriction for nomination to the 

Emeritus rank after death? 

B. Appointment letters went out from HR. 

 

VI. Adjournment – 2:04 pm  


